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Progress is not in
enhancing what is,
but in advancing

toward what will be.
- Khalil Gibran
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MESSAGE OF
President Executive Board DHA

and Commander 5 Corps
It gives me great pleasure to communicate with the residents and administration

of DHA Karachi through the DHA magazine and to extend them my best wishes and
heartiest felicitations.

I along with our esteemed residents take pride that DHA Karachi has become an
iconic community for the others to emulate. Despite the enormous impediments
caused by the deadly COVID-19 pandemic which had brought the global economic
activities to a grinding halt, DHA Karachi continued to remain in a perpetual quest to
fulIll its promises made to its worthy residents. Resultantly, you can see that in DCK
alone Ive more sectors have been opened for construction with provision of
electricity from KE, ground breaking of Army Officers Housing Scheme, Pakistan’s
biggest interchange on M-9 which is near completion and establishment of DHA
Suffa University DCK Campus.

It’s heartening to see that all DHA initiatives remain resident driven; the practical
manifestation of the same can be seen with successful completion of all development
works in Phase-VIII, including provision of all amenities, opening of Business Zone,
allotment of land for Mosques, resolution of water front projects and further easing
the processes for transfer and approval of building plans, including substantial
reduction in the processing time lines. DHA Karachi has also under taken the gigantic
challenge for undergrounding of over 400 Kms of hanging cables. Thus, now we can
very proudly claim that the entire DHA Phase-I to VIII is open for possession and
construction. At the same time, I am cognizant of certain essential improvements
that need to be effected by CBC, and have given them directions accordingly.

My best wishes to the residents and my compliments to DHA administration for
keeping pace with the challenges of a thriving and modern living society. May Allah
help us all to do our jobs even more efficiently. Ameen.
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Lt GenHumayunAziz, HI (M)
Commander 5 Corps &

President Executive Board DHA
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MESSAGE OF
The Administrator DHA

It gives me great pleasure to learn that a quality magazine is being
published yet once again, with even more vigour and dedication.
‘DHA in Focus’, as a widely circulated publication, has immense
signiIcance in disseminating essential and beneIcial information
about the ongoing development works and future plans of the
organisation. It depicts various facets of DHA in all their
manifestation and establishes a two-way rapport between the
residents and the management. I would like to congratulate the
editorial team for their commitment in bringing out this issue in
these very trying times, faced as all are with the coronavirus threat.
May He protect us all and strengthen our resolve not only to observe
all safety procedures, but also to help others less fortunate than us at
this time.

DHA remains fully committed to providing high quality modern
living to all its residents, inter alia providing excellent education,
exquisite recreational facilities and a socially vibrant life for the
residents. This has been, and will always remain the cherished goal of
the organisation. I urge upon the staff to continue working hard with
utmost zeal and dedication to maintain the reputation, goodwill and
stature of DHA as a dynamic, resident-friendly and well regulated
housing authority of the country.

I wish DHA residents all the success for a better and comfortable
living. May Allah’s blessings guide all our endeavours. Aameen.
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Brig Ibrar Hussain Bhatti
Administrator DHA
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From The Editor’s Desk

The 2020 issue of DHA Magazine is in your hands. It
includes some exciting, informative and fascinating
features and articles of interest. The Magazine provides a
suitable medium for communicating ideas on varied
housing and environmental related issues, as well as
matters of general interest for DHA residents. We, as usual,
are committed to keep you abreast with the latest
activities and developments taking place in DHA.

There are many other colourful and attractive features
of both wider and speciFc interest, highlighting
educational, recreational and cultural facets of DHA that
makes life in the Housing Authority culturally rich and
socially vibrant in its essence.

The Editorial Board enthusiastically looks forward to a
larger response from the residents and hopes that you will
keep us posted of your valuable suggestions and views for
further improvement of the Magazine in its quality and
substance. Together we will continue making a difference!

Happy Reading

Col (R) Asad Nauman
Editor
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Brig Rai Asim Mustafa took over as new Administrator DHA
Karachi vice Brig Ibrar Hussain Bhatti who relinquished the
command on completion of his meritorious tenure.

Brig Rai Asim Mustafa is a dynamic officer who has worked
on various command and staff appointments and possesses
a vast experience of administrative, technical and
management matters. He is well known in the Army for
his professionalism, dynamism and the ability to
undertake challenging assignments with a degree of
success and accomplishment.

The new Administrator expressed his resolve to work
for overall good of DHA, taking our residents on board
with the spirited team of DHA with a reinvigourated zeal to
ensure comfort, security and peaceful living environment
for the residents. He asked the DHA officials to leave no stone
unturned in maintaining and further enhancing the stature of
DHA as a modern, efficient and vibrant organisation.

Change of Command
DHA KARACHI
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Earlier the outgoing Administrator Brig Ibrar Hussain Bhatti
was given a beFtting send off on his departure from DHA
Karachi. A dinner was held at Defence Authority Creek Club to
bid him farewell. Administrator DHA paid rich tributes to the

outgoing Administrator for his signiFcant
contributions towards enhancing the stature

and prestige of DHA as a leading Housing
Authority of the country. He also wished

him best of health, happiness and
success in his future life.

The outgoing Administrator
thanked the DHA officers and
staff for extending whole hearted
support in implementing his
vision for speedy completion of

landmark projects with a mark of
excellence and commitment. Brig

Ibrar Hussain Bhatti wished his
successor Brig Rai Asim Mustafa all the

best in his new assignment and hoped that
he would steer DHA to greater heights of success

and glory.
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Every sunset brings the
promise of a new dawn.

– Ralph Waldo Emerson

SEAVIEW, DHA KARACHI



The Defence Authority Creek Club
(DACC) is one of the Fnest Clubs in Karachi.
It is located in DHA Phase-VIII overlooking
the Gizri Creek. Lt Gen Humayun Aziz, HI(M),
Commander 5 Corps and President
Executive Board DHA, visited the Club.
Administrator DHA Brig Ibrar Hussain Bhatti
was also present on the occasion. Secretary
Creek Club presented the details of
renovation and up-gradation of the Club
aimed at providing best facilities to its
members in an aesthetically vibrant
environment. Extensive renovation work
has been completed at the Club to improve
and modernise the DACC.

The PEB visited the beautiful new
marquee aptly named the Pearl Marquee
which is now ready to welcome guests. He
inaugurated the renovated halls of Creek
Club. Indus Hall has a luxurious setting and
is well decorated with beautiful lights and
paintings. Asuka, a contemporary Japanese
Restaurant offers the best Japanese food
right in the heart of Karachi. Mehran Hall
can accommodate 300 people while Creek
Hall has a capacity of 75 persons and is ideal
for any corporate event or gathering.

DA Creek Club Gets a
Brand New Look

PEB visits the Club and inaugurates newly-renovated facilities
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DHA Phase-VIII is the biggest, model and vibrant
phase of Defence Housing Authority which has been
developed as per the modern master plan showcasing
the progressive image of DHA. Inauguration of Sector-E
of DHA Phase-VIII was held in a simple ceremony at
Defence Authority Country and Golf Club. Lt Gen
Humayun Aziz, HI(M), Commander 5 Corps and
President Executive Board DHA, was the chief guest
who unveiled the plaque to inaugurate the newly
developed sector. Entire Phase-VIII has been opened
with inauguration of Sector-E.

PEB said that DHA is constantly undertaking new
initiatives and making progressive interventions.

PEB acknowledged the role played by K-Electric,
SSGC and KW&SB for providing the basic amenities to
Phase-VIII in general and Sector-E in particular.

PEB Inaugurates Sector-E DHA Phase-VIII
The Sector is now open for construction
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Lt Gen Humayun Aziz, HI(M),
Commander 5 Corps and President
Executive Board, DHA Karachi, visited
DHA City Karachi (DCK), which is being
expeditiously developed in accordance
with the contemporary engineering and
urban planning concepts. He was
received by Administrator DHA Brig Ibrar
Hussain Bhatti.

The PEB visited Shaukat Khanum
Memorial Cancer Hospital (SKMCH)
project site where construction work of
the hospital has commenced and is
progressing at a fast pace. He also visited
DCK Interchange site, Suffa University,
farmhouses and drove through various
sectors of DHA City.

Commander 5 Corps Visits DHA City Karachi
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Commander 5 Corps Lt Gen Humayun
Aziz, HI(M) and President Executive Board
(PEB) DHA visited DHA City Karachi (DCK).
On arrival, the PEB was received by
Administrator DHA Brig Ibrar Hussain Bhatti.

Commander 5 Corps inaugurated
opening of Sectors 2, 5, 7, 13 and 14 for
construction. A ground-breaking ceremony
of Army Officer Housing Scheme for
construction of 20 towers (G+12) i.e 1560
apartments was also held. 35 villas have
been completed in sector-3 and keys were
handed over to Hrst two occupants by PEB.

Dr Atta-ur-Rahman, Advisor to Prime
Minister on Science and Technology also
visited DCK and was shown the site for
NCRIE-AI University and availability of
already constructed building for immediate
operation/functionality of same as an
interim arrangement.

Commander 5 Corps
Inaugurates New DCK Sectors
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Opening of Sectors
2, 5, 7, 13 and 14

RO Plant
at DCK

There is abundance of
underground water available in
DCK of high TDS value (800 to
1200 TDS). A Reverse Osmosis (RO)
plant employing state-of-the-art
technology has been installed and
made functional to cater for water
requirements of DCK.

The RO plant gets power for
operation from solar energy i.e. 1.5
MW Solar Power Pilot project
operational in DCK. Solar energy
ensures uninterrupted and hassle
free operation of RO plant.

In an unprecedented move
DCK opened Hve sectors
including Sectors 2, 5, 7, 13 and
14 for construction showcasing
the progressive image of DHA.

This move will not only
signiHcantly enhance the
market value of properties of
the area but also give a boost
to construction activities in the
vicinity unfolding prosperity
and progress.

DHA is also ensuring
availability of basic necessity of
electricity, water and gas in
these sectors and hopefully
signs of livability will soon
become visible in the area.



The Adjutant General (AG) Pakistan Army, Lt
Gen Muhammad Aamer, HI(M) visited DHA City
Karachi (DCK). On arrival, he was received by
Administrator DHA Brig Ibrar Hussain Bhatti.

During the visit, Administrator DHA apprised
the AG about the progress of ongoing
development activities and the various initiatives
being taken in DHA City and DHA Karachi.

The General Officer also visited various sectors
of DCK as well as various project sites. The Adjutant
General showed his satisfaction on the
development work being undertaken with
enhanced focus on livability in DCK.

Adjutant General Visits DCK
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Amega project, DHA City Karachi is set to become
one of the �nest and smartest cities in the country

Where Dreams
Will Come True!
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S
pread over 20,000 acres, DHA City
Karachi is a real marvel. A green,
smart sustainable city, DCK is an
enormous project boasting all

the luxuries of life.
And it’s progressing fast.
A recent trip to DCK revealed that the

ambitious DCK Interchange project is
nearing completion. It is 90 percent
done. Pakistan’s biggest Interchange, it
will cut down commuting time from
Karachi city centre to DCK to just 30
minutes. It is expected to be completed
by end of September and will be
inaugurated by the COAS.

Then another piece of good news is
that the Askari 6 project is coming to
DCK. The project will spread over 150
acres.
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That’s not all.
Another keenly-awaited project is the attractive ARY Laguna. It has been conHrmed

that ARY Laguna will be housed in DCK following the recent signing of a
Memorandum of Understanding.

There is another recent positive development especially for low-income groups. It
has been decided by the DCK Management that a Low-Cost Housing Scheme will be
added to the city. The scheme will be spread over 1450 acres and will include
hundreds of low-cost apartments. The scheme is in line with the federal government’s
plans to provide low-cost housing to the citizens of Pakistan.

At the time of its inception, DCK was seen as a city of the future – a green, smart,
sustainable city. Progress has been made along those lines.

A vast network of roads has already been established in the City. All projects are
equipped with solar panels. A 1.5 MV solar power plant is already operational,
providing renewable energy to the City.

They say that cities are as good as their educational institutions. Cities like Boston
in the USA are known all over the world because they have some of the Hnest
universities.
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DCK also strives to be a city with
Gnest educational institutions.
That’s perhaps one of the reasons
why among the earliest facilities
established in the City is the DHA
Suffa University.

The University will be housed in
a fully equipped campus and plans
are afoot to begin Civil Engineering
classes there later this year.

One of the most ambitious
educational plans likely to have
far-reaching impact is the
establishment of the National
Centre of Research Innovation,
Entrepreneurship in Allied
Technologies (NCRIE-AI).

In layman’s terms, the idea is to
establish a full-Hedged ArtiGcial
Intelligence university.
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It’s a multi-billion rupee project
and at its helm is the renowned Dr
Atta-ur-Rehman. Dr Rehman has
had meetings with DCK
management and expectations are
high that the project will begin in
the near future.

Another jewel in the educational
set-up at DCK will be the
state-of-the-art Shaukat Khanum
Hospital and Research Centre.

There are also plans for the
establishment of Dow University
Hospital, a 500-bed facility. An IBA
Campus is also being built.

The DHACSS Primary School is
already operational. A total of 190
kids are studying there currently.
High school will also be operational
soon.

In a nutshell, almost all basic
amenities are already there at DCK.
Water, electricity and sewerage
lines are there. There are schools,
hospital, mosque, road network
and banks (Askari and DIB) which
means that anybody can build their
home and move to DCK.

It is expected to happen soon as
DCK is planning to hand over 57 of
the 200 signature farmhouses at
DHA Oasis to the owners by end of
September.

The elegant farmhouses come
in three categories – 2000 yards,
2500 yards and 3000 yards.

The DCK farmhouses are a true
picture of luxury. Beautifully
designed, the farmhouses have
four bedrooms, living rooms,
sprawling lawn and a swimming
pool.
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DHA City is now liveable with all
amenities of modern day living assuring
a luxurious safe and secure lifestyle with
all contemporary facilities.

When it comes to energy, DHA City
Karachi is self-sufficient as it has its own
power generation projects consisting of
conventional power, wind and solar
power plants 15 MW solar park and 1 MW
thermal power plants have already been
installed. The installation of 50 MW wind
power plants is in process.

A 6 MW thermal power plant is also in
tendering process. DHA Karachi has
decided to have its own generation and
distribution network as they will not be
dependent on any other distribution
company. The smart city will have its own
distribution company and will ensure
24/7 uninterrupted power supply to its
residents.



The Solar Park is a trendsetting initiative
of DHA which will generate renewable, safe
and efficient energy in the city. Initially a pilot
project of 11 MW has been established to
provide electricity to campsite area of DCK.
The solar project has successfully been
completed and is supplying power to various
locations and buildings in DHA City.

The residents of DCK will have the best
healthcare facilities in the dedicated
healthcare district spread over 105 acres of
land and it will emerge as a nucleus of
world-class healthcare facilities. The district
will include Shaukat Khanum Cancer Hospital
that will provide not only state-of-the-art
healthcare to the residents of DCK but will
also serve a great humanitarian cause. The
Dow University of Health Sciences (DUHS)
with a 500 bed hospital will also cater to the
citizens of Karachi.

DHA City has an unbeatable three-level
security system that includes security CCTV
cameras, the vigilant human arm and
guarded boundaries that makes the project
super safe.
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DG Housing GHQ Visits DHA City Karachi
Maj Gen Saeed Akhtar, HI (M), Director General Housing GHQ visited DHA City Karachi (DCK) project.

He was given an in-depth brieGng on DCK Master Plan and its versatile development strategy.
The DG also visited various project sites and appreciated the professional standard and quality of work.
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The development of the
state-of-the-art DCK Interchange
over Motorway M-9 by FWO is near
completion. DCK Interchange will
stand tall on M-9 to provide smooth
approach to DHA City, for people,
travelling from Karachi to
Hyderabad and vice versa. The
Interchange will connect DCK
South and DCK North as well. The
Interchange will emerge as a
strategic symbol reHective of DCK’s
progressive vision for the future.

Transformation in Progress
The DCK Interchange



Landmark Contract Agreement Signing
Ceremony of IBA Campus DHA City Karachi

A Landmark Contract Agreement signing
ceremony between DHA Karachi and Institute of
Business Administration (IBA) for establishment
of a new IBA Campus at DHA City Karachi (DCK)
was signed in a simple and impressive ceremony
held at DHA Head Office. The ceremony was
chaired by Administrator DHA Brig Ibrar Hussain
Bhatti. The contract was signed by Dr Farrukh
Iqbal, Executive Director IBA and Brig (R) Shoaib
Anwer, Secretary DHA.

The new IBA Campus in DCK would harness
and nurture the best talent from the country
and equip them with a renewed conGdence and
intellectual curiosity of professional dynamism.
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Ride With Pride Pakistan
Bike Rally at DCK

A lively event was organised
by DHA in collaboration with
DJ Riders with much fanfare at
the serene and picturesque
location of DHA City Karachi
(DCK) on a bright Sunday
morning.

More than 70 enthusiastic
heavy bike riders of DJ Riders’
Brotherhood participated in
the truly inspiring event to
show solidarity with Kashmir
and to reHect the positive
image of Pakistan.

The bike rally was a thrilling
and exciting experience for the
participants as they traversed
the 35 km track passing through
undulating depressions,
bridges, valleys, boulevards and
roundabouts of DCK.

The entire route was
marked with colourful Hags of
Kashmir and Pakistan. DCK
wore a festive look injecting an
exhilarating spirit of joy and
happiness in the surroundings.
The event ended with a tree
plantation ceremony in DCK.
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ARY Laguna Coming to DCK
An MoU between DHA and ARY Group was signed for launching of ARY Laguna in DCK Sector-I adjacent to DCK

Farmhouses. Administrator DHA Brig Ibrar Hussain Bhatti and CEO ARY Group Mr Salman Iqbal were present on the
occasion. The beautiful ARY Laguna comprising of fresh water in shape of a small lake will be spread over an area of 100
acres and provide an attractive recreational cum picnic spot to visitors and residents of DCK.

Street Lights
on Main

Boulevard
DCK Main Boulevard originating

from DHA City’s Main Entrance Gate
in North till Sector-17 in South
manifests the depth of DHA City.

Street Lights on Main Boulevard
have been energised from 1.5 MW
Solar Project which is fully functional.
The street lights of Main Boulevard at
night lights up the entire area
showcasing the efficacy and grandeur
of DCK projects.



Visit of DEFCLAREA Delegation to DCK

A delegation of 140 real estate reps of
DEFCLAREA (Defence and Clifton Estate
Agents Association) led by their President Mr
Noor Abrejo visited DHA City Karachi (DCK)
on Super Highway to see the pace and
progress of the ongoing development works
on the project.

The delegation went on an orientation
visit of the different sectors which were
buzzing with development activities / works.
The members of the delegation appreciated
the speed, execution and quality of the
ongoing development works and termed
them impressive and phenomenal in nature.
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Balloting of Completed
Farmhouses in DHA City Karachi

Open Computerised Balloting of DHA
Oasis Farmhouses Phase-I for the owners
who have deposited full payment, was held
at DHA Main Office Karachi. Administrator
DHA Brig Ibrar Hussain Bhatti was the Chief
Guest of the event.

A modern, foolproof and versatile software
was used for the balloting of DHA Oasis
Farmhouse numbers to ensure accuracy and
transparency. The results were displayed on a
big screen at the venue and later posted on
DHA’s website www.dhakarachi.org. The
farmhouses located in Sector-I have been
built in the picturesque countryside
environment of DHA City Karachi (DCK).



DCK Horse
Riding Club Sec 1

A unique DCK Horse Riding Club spread over an
area of 7.30 acres is being made in Sector-I of DHA
City. Horse Riding Club will have plenty of healthy
and special category horses and will offer exciting
horse riding facilities including learning the
fascinating skill of horse riding. This will be an
attractive entertaining and exciting venue for
residents and visitors alike.
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Mini Zoo in DCK
A Mini Zoo spread over an area of 9 acres is being made

in Sector-I of DHA City. The Mini Zoo is sure to be an exciting
place especially for children. The Zoo will have some unique
and special animals of various kinds including elephants,
lions, tigers, zebras and many other categories. It will also
have beautiful birds of various species.

The Zoo will have adequate car parking lots, observation
towers, Dolphin Show area, Aviary, animal cages, birds
cages and quack pond, etc. It will also feature a children play
area, shops, sitting areas, restaurants and toilets. Mini Zoo in
DCK Sector-I will be an attractive recreational facility that
will attract visitors from all over to DHA City Karachi.

With a view to making DHA City the Hrst
smart city of Pakistan, initiation of Integrated
Communication Technology (ICT) works in DCK has
commenced.The Pilot project including testing and
commissioning of ICT conduits in Sector-I and
Sector-3 has already been laid.

The new ICT technology presents a huge
opportunity in terms of making DCK more
sustainable through providing real time information.
The road map of ICT is based on Optical Fiber with
higher availability of wireless application like 3G and
LTE. Triple play service (phone, internet and TV) is
now available at Sector-3 pilot project area.

ICT Pilot Project in DCK Sector-3



Construction of Park at CBD
A beautiful park spread over 4.43

Acres is being built at Central Business
District (CBD) in Phase-6 of DHA City. The
park will be built at a cost of Rs. 5 M in a
record period of 6 months. The park will
provide a healthy exercise, jogging and
walking venue to the residents.
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For The Love of Reading
Defence Central Library

The Defence Central Library was
established in November 1991 and
since then it has grown manifold
and has in fact become one of DHA’s
landmark institutions. Located on
Main Sunset Boulevard in DHA
Phase-II, it provides exclusive
facilities to its members.

Language Courses, Internet,
Computerised library facilities, DCL
Website, etc. distinguishes it from
other libraries of Karachi. It also has
a unique Children’s Section.
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One of the greatest batsmen in cricket history, Zaheer
Abbas has been residing in DHA, Karachi for more than
30 years. A former Pakistan Test batsman, Zaheer is
known as the Asian Bradman. He is the only Asian to
have scored a century of Hrst-class centuries.

Though born in Sialkot, Zaheer has been a Karachiite
for decades and now lives in DHA Phase VI with his wife
Samina Abbas.

“I really enjoy my life in DHA,” Zaheer said in an
interview with DHA in Focus. “The road system here is
good and we have all the facilities we need. There are
very good schools in the locality, there is one of the best
golf courses in the country and other social clubs, cricket
ground and many more sports facilities,” he added.

“When I Hrst moved to DHA there weren’t many
markets or restaurants here. But now there are plenty of
them. Most of my favourite restaurants are in DHA.

‘It’s a Great Lifestyle’: Zaheer Abbas
Asian Bradman talks about the reasons why he chose DHA

to build his family home in Karachi
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Most of my friends live here
which means that our social life
is all here. Sam (Samina) and I
seldom venture out of DHA.
Why should we. We have
everything here. Even the beach
is just a stone’s throw away.”

An average day for Zaheer
includes a round of golf with his
buddies and an evening sitting
with family friends. “It’s a great
lifestyle and we enjoy it,”he said.

Zaheer’s favourite place to
visit in DHA is the Defence
Authority Country and Golf
Club.

“If you are a sportsman you
have to play one sport or the
other. After retirement, I chose
golf and have been playing it
actively since then. My favourite
golf course is the DHA Golf Club
(DAC&GC). It’s where I play
almost daily. That’s both my
hobby and my exercise routine.
It keeps me busy and Ht,” he
signed off.



‘I’ve Seen DHA’s
Transformation Over the
Years’: Jahangir Khan
The squashmaestro shares his experience of living
in DHA for the last 40 years

Inarguably the greatest squash players of all time,
Jahangir Khan is a long-time resident of Defence
Housing Authority, Karachi. Jahangir won the coveted
British Open title for a record ten times and won six
World Open crowns. He holds several world records and
is counted among the legendary sportsmen not just in
Pakistan but all over the world.

It was Jahangir’s father, the legendary Roshan Khan
– also a former British Open champion, who was initially
allotted a plot in DHA Karachi Phase V back in 1966 by
his then employers Pakistan Navy.

“But it was in 1980 that I built our house here,” says
Jahangir in an interview with DHA in Focus. “By the grace
of Allah, over the years I have extended my house which
is now spread over four plots of land.”

Jahangir is proud of the fact that his street in DHA
Phase V was named after his father.
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“I’m really grateful to DHA administration for naming the
street after my father. It is now known as Roshan Khan Street
which is a great honour for my family.

“I’ve been living with my family in DHA for the last 40
years. Initialy I lived with my parents and siblings. Then I got
married. My children were raised here. They are now
graduates. It has been a great experience living in DHA for all
of us.”

DHA Karachi has changed over the last four decades and
Jahangir has personally witnessed the transformation.

“I’ve seen DHA transform over the years. When we built
our house there were just a few scattered houses in Phase V.
Over the years, there has been massive development. I’ve
seen new phases developing. “Because of the facilities and
security, DHA is seen as a safe investment”.

Even as a squash legend, Jahangir has great memories
linked to DHA. It was at the DHA Creek Club that Jahangir

featured in his swansong event – the 1993 World Team
Championships.

“The WorldTeam Championship and World Open in 1993
were my farewell tournaments. It was a huge thing for me,
playing my last tournaments as a professional in my
hometown and in front of my home crowd,”he said.

Jahangir played a key role in Pakistan’s title-winning
triumph in the World Team Championships.

“Whenever I go the Creek Club, I become nostalgic.
Memories of Pakistan’s victory in 1993 come to my mind.”

Jahangir’s association with squash continues. In 2018 he
revived the prestigious Pakistan Open at the Creek Club.

“I’m really grateful to the Commander-5 Corps,
Administrator DHA and the management of Creek Club for
supporting me in my campaign to revive international
squash in Karachi.”

Jahangir is pleased with the fact that DHA takes a lot of
interest in developing sports facilities for its residents.

“Sports is a very important aspect for any society. It is
heartening to see that DHA gives it due importance.We have
so many world class facilities like Creek Club, DA Country and
Golf Club and several other clubs providing sports facilities
to residents of DHA.”
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Wasim Akram is one of the biggest sporting stars
of Pakistan. The hero of Pakistan’s stunning World
Cup triumph in 1992, Wasim is regarded as the
greatest left-arm fast bowler of all-time.

For the last 10 years, Wasim has been a resident
of DHA, Karachi.

“Before moving to Karachi, I had lived in DHA
Lahore for almost 20 years. So when I shifted here,
DHA was my Hrst choice,” he said in an interview
with DHA in Focus.

“Also my in-laws lived in Clifton so another
reason was to shift somewhere near Clifton, which
meant DHA Karachi.”

‘DHAwasMy First ChoiceWhen I
Moved to Karachi’:Wasim Akram

Pakistan’s greatest fast bowler talks about his experience of living in DHA, Karachi
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The biggest thing that Wasim Akram
likes about DHA, Karachi, is that it is
well-organised.

“Everything is really organised in DHA,”
he said. “That’s one of the main reasons
why people prefer to live in DHA. The
roads are wider and safer. If you buy
property here then you know that it’s a
good investment.”

Wasim lives in DHA Phase VIII with his
wife Shaniera and kids.

“It’s a great experience living in DHA,”
Wasim said. “Shaniera likes it. She feels
safe here.”

After having retired as a professional
cricketer, Wasim took up commentating
as a profession. But as a born sportsman,
Wasim keeps himself in shape and one of
his current passions is golf. That’s why he
frequently visits the Defence Authority
Country and Golf Club which is a stone’s
throw away from his residence.

“Golf is one of my passions. I’m a
member of the DAC&GC which is a
beautiful place. It has a great course
where I go to play whenever I get time. It
has many other facilities. It’s green and
just being there is soothing. I have a
5-year-old daughter who loves the Club’s
lawns. I’m sure it’s one of the best facilities
in Karachi.”



Living The Dream!
Supermodel Nadia Hussain, a long-time DHA resident, counts her blessings in an interview with DHA in Focus

Supermodel, actor and entrepreneur Nadia Hussain is a loyal
resident of Defence Housing Authority, Karachi. She has spent
nearly her entire life in DHA. Her early memories are of living in
her memorable Seaview home. A sporty child from the
beginning, cycling with friends was her all-time favourite since
early childhood. It seemed to her as if all the lanes belonged to
her, which meant lots of cycling and running around with
friends from the neighbourhood in the afternoon and evening.

To Nadia, her childhood could not have been better as she
feels that Seaview life is very exclusive. Even now she cycles
down to her parents’ house, during which all the memories of
her childhood come Looding back to her.

Nadia’s childhood mainly consisted of cycling, but she would
also play with friends and siblings. The holidays would be even
better as they would be engaged in many activities and be
going from one house to another, and of course all this took
place in the serene and beautiful environs of DHA.

Around the time college started, Nadia’s routine changed.
Every morning at 6:00 am, before going to dental college, she
would jog for 45 minutes from main McDonald’s to the Salt and
Pepper Village Restaurant and back. In the afternoon, she would
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cycle to Beach View Club to use the swimming pool and
then cycle back home.

For this beautiful girl, life was simply DHA. All her
memories are of this wonderful place that most of us call
home – restaurants, cinemas, clubs, shopping areas, you
name it and DHA has it. Even family get-togethers were
all within DHA. Be it Eid get-togethers, birthdays or any
special day they would be spent in the lovely company of
family members.

In 2003, she got married and shifted to another vicinity
in DHA.

Nadia feels that life in
DHA is amazing.
Everything is available,
the layout is splendid and
there are many forms of
entertainment for
children. Parks, cinemas
etc. are all present in
various locations in DHA.
There are many green
areas where people can
have picnics and have a
good time, and living
here is also fairly practical.

Nadia feels that one
of the best aspects of
DHA is the fact that all
clubs are present here
such as Sunset Club,
Creek Club and DA
Country and Golf Club.
Nadia also loves the
Flower Show that takes
place each year in DHA.

After a break of more
than a decade Nadia

Knally took to cycling this year during COVID-19 days. It
was during the lockdown days that she taught her
children cycling. During lockdown, Nadia would cycle in
the lanes surrounding her house.

After her children learnt how to cycle properly, they
would take longer routes. She would go from her house to
places such as Ittehad Commercial, Khayaban-e-Ghazi
and other neighbouring Khayabans along with her
children Shadal, Shanzay, Sasha and Sherdad while her
husband would be at work. Her youngest child seemed
to be the best out of the siblings.

Nadia feels that the overall traffic in DHA and Seaview
has increased, but there are also lots of green parks in
many areas which is a pleasant change as there were
hardly any parks during her childhood.
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Born and raised in DHA Karachi, Mahoor Shahzad is
Pakistan’s best badminton player. Ranked No.1 in the country
for the last four years, the 23-year-old Mahoor has won
numerous laurels both in Pakistan and abroad.

Mahoor took up badminton at the age of 12 and has since
been playing the sport regularly.“I started playing badminton
when I was 12 because it was then that my father became a
member of the DA Sunset Club,”she said in an interview with
DHA in Focus.

From 2012 to 2014, Mahoor regularly played at the Sunset
Club. She later moved to DA Creek Club in 2017 after her father
became a member there. “I believe that all the practice and
training that I have carried out at Sunset Club and Creek Club
has really helped me become a good badminton player. It has
shaped my career,”she said.

Mahoor is in fact a world class player. She is by far Pakistan’s
best something that she proved yet again last year by winning
the Pakistan International Series. She has also won several
medals abroad including silver medal in Women Doubles in
Kenya International 2020 and Bronze Medal in Women
Doubles in Uganda International 2020. She has also won
medals in international events in Nepal and Bulgaria. She has
represented Pakistan in various tournaments in Malaysia,
Turkey, Egypt, Bahrain, Latvia, Lithuania, Nepal, England,
Dubai, Benin, Ivory Coast, Ghana, Nigeria, Uganda and Kenya.

‘I Have Shaped my Career at
Sunset and Creek Clubs’

Pakistan’s badminton champion Mahoor Shahzad is eyeing international glory
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Mahoor has the honour of
achieving the highest world ranking by
a female Pakistani badminton player
(No. 133 in the world). She is also the
only Pakistani badminton player to get
selected thrice in the Asian Olympic
Project 2020.

Her biggest target for the future is
to qualify for the Tokyo Olympics to be
held next year. “I think I can qualify for
the Olympics by improving my world
ranking. My aim is to Krst get into
top-100 and then top-50 before
targeting a place in the top-10,” she
said.

Mahoor said that she will continue
to work hard at her favourite clubs in
DHA.

“The coaches and management
both at DA Sunset Club and DA Creek
Club have been really supportive over
the years,”she said.

“Like Col Tahir at the Sunset Club
gave me special permission to train at
the courts in the mornings even
though they were closed for all
members during that time of the day.
It really helped me.”
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“It's your road, and
yours alone. Others

may walk it with
you, but no one can

walk it for you.”
– Rumi



One of the most iconic spots in all of
Karachi is the Seaview beach in DHA.
The city’s favourite picnic spot, Seaview
is a bustling place especially during the
evenings as people from all over the
city come here for a pleasant outing.

Located on the Arabian Sea, the
Seaview beach is home to a wide
variety of leisure activities including
camel rides, buggy rides, horse rides,
etc. Not many people are aware of it but
the Seaview beach is a part of a long
coastal belt that stretches from Karachi
to Ormara, Balochistan.

One of the favourite pastimes for
many Karachiites is to view the glorious
sunset at the Seaview beach.

Sunset at
Seaview
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Hub of
Sporting
Activities
When it comes to sports, DHA Karachi
offers its residents a wide array of choices



What makes a locality worth living? Among the many
basic requirements, a housing society should offer its
residents ample facilities for sports and leisure. DHA
Karachi is one such locality. From the iconic squash
complex at DA Creek Club to the DA Moin Khan Sports
Complex in phase VIII, DHA has a wide-ranging choice of
sports facilities. There is a hockey stadium in Phase V
while the DA Country and Golf Club is regarded as one of
the best golKng facilities in the country.

The fact that cricket is the favourite pastime of
Pakistanis, the complex run by former Pakistan captain
Moin Khan is a sporting hotspot in DHA. The complex
offers extensive playing and training facilities for
cricketers and budding players. Moin himself supervises
a highly-rated cricket academy.

Where Pakistanmadehistory!
The Defence Authority Creek Club takes a lot of pride

in the fact that it offers plenty of sports facilities to its
members. The crown jewel of DACC is its state-of-the-art
squash complex which has a rich history. Since 1993
when it was a venue of the historic World Team
Championships, the Club has hosted many a national and
international event. Back in 1993, the legendary duo of
Jahangir Khan and Jansher Khan teamed up for one last
time to help Pakistan regain the world team title.That was
the last time Pakistan won the prestigious event. When it
was Krst established, the squash facility named Asif
Nawaz Squash Complex was regarded as one of the best
in the world. There are nine squash courts including a
championship court, which can house 640 spectators.

–SK
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COLOURS
OF DHA


